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Tho book under review is the outcome of the 
author's doctoral dissertation successfully 
completed at Delhi Univorsity. The tit!!! of the 
book is 'eye·catching' while its price is, if 
one may say so. 'purso-snatching'. despite the 
UGC's financial assistance for its publication. 

Indian msoarch work in tho area of share 
prices is, by and largo, confined to studying 
the impJct of cGrt.:tin independent variables 
st~ch ilS div1dend pay-out ratio, dobt/equity 
mt1o. businoss risk +.He. on the market value of 
sham prices. Or. Gupta's work is a healthy 
departure from the well-trodden track. It is 
pr~marily concernHd With testing for the 
oxistcmce ot random-walk hypothesis and 
odducing therefrom tho weak form of 
efficiency of tho Indian stock market. In 
addition, the author has also oxamincd the 
issue of 'lead', 'lag' relationship among 
shares. The matctial, beth written nnd tabular. 
is well-structured and preseotod neatly in 
six ch.:~ptors bos1dcs the chapters on 'lntro· 
ductioo' nt tho beginning and 'Summary and 
Conclusions' at the ond. 

A brief presentation of the theories of share 
prico bohaviour follow()d by a survey of 
liter<lture along with empific<tl evidence on the 
random-walk hypothosis is contained in 
chaptor two. The a utllor has distinguished 
throe approaches to tho behaviour of share 
pnces, viz, technical or chartist approach. 
fundamental or intrinsic valuo approach and 
random-walk approach. The technical or 
chartist approach sug{l6Sts that by plotting 
tho markot values of share prices, over a 
poriod or timo, on a chart (hence the term 
chmtist approach) one can discern certain 
pattorns which tend to mpeat themselves. A 
knowledue of this onablos tho oporator to 
identify tho pattorn in its initiul stago itself and 
take necessary buy /Sot! dQcision ahead of 
othors and thoroby derive above average 
returns. This approach is basoo on the 
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premises that stock market has got memory 
and history repeats itself. This approach has 
still got its adherents even in the U.S.A. even 
though considerable research work has dis· 
proved its validity by means of r;mdom-walk 
models. filter techniques etc. Random-walk 
approach suggests that share pric;es change 
in a random-fashion and hence no amount ot 
studying past price changes is going to help 
an operator to consistently oarn above normal 
prof1ts. T tle basic prern1se of random-walk 
( R- W) approach is that stock market has got 
no memory and henca the best estimate of 
tomorrow's price of a share is today's price 
itself. Thus one can see that R-W approach 
is completely at variance with the technical 
or chartist approach. If one observes closely, 
the fundamental or intrinsic value npproach is 
not inconsistent with the R-W approach. 
The formef suggests that the market value of 
a share is basod on cort<Jin intrinsic or funda
mt!ntal factors such as the earnings per 
share, dividend pay-out policy, debt equity 
mix, growth potential etc. which do not 
change from day to day or week to week. 
But changes in the market price of shares 
do take place even several times during the 
course of a single day. These changes are 
occasioned by the flow at some information, 
psychology of the market participants and 
stmilar such factors. There is no reason to 
disbelieve that the aforesaid factors occur 
in a mndom fashion. When looked at from 
this perspective one does not find inconsis· 
tency betwt:-en the fundament<JI and R-W 
approaches. As the <Juthor has himself s~id 
that the establishment of R-W theory in the 
Indian conte)(t will seriously doubt the use· 
fulness of Golden Investment Strategy. an 
essentially chartist approach developed for 
the Indian market. 

Chapter three traces the history and growth 
of the Indian stock market trading procedures, 
listmg requirements and also tim regulatory 
framework of the govemment on the Stock 
Exchanges for safeguarding the interests of the 
investing public. 

Chapter four describes tha research 
methodology adopted for the study. from 
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the available techniques the author has 
chosen the serial correlation approach for 
lags ranging from 1 to 30 to test for the 
independence of changes in prices in log 
form. To test for randomness the runs test, 
a non-parametric one, has been chosen. The 
issue of the existence or otherwise of 'leading' 
shares the changes in whose prices portend 
changes in the prices of other shares W1th a 
time lag has been examined by the cross
correlation analysis. Tho data for the study 
have been obtained from more than one 
source. viz. The Economic Times index of 
ordinary share pnces (both all-industries index 
and industrywise index), The Financial 
Express (all-industries and also weekly 
industrywise), All India Equity index and 
indiv1dual share prices (at weekly intorvals) 
of 39 actively traded shares l1sted with 
d1fferent stock exchanges. Unfortunately, 
a few lines in respect of the choice of timo 
interval were not printed towards the end of 
page 53. In any case. the period of study 
is o;egmented mto two parts-~me part prior 
to the promulgation of ordinance restricting 
d1vicends and the second after the ordinance. 
Thus tho period covered is from January 1, 
1973 to July 5. 1974 and then from August 1, 
1974 to December 1975 (in tho case of 
daily share price indices) but to March 31, 
1976 in the case of weekly prices. The usual 
adjustments have been mode to the pr~ces 
for the bonus and rights issues dunna the 
period under study. However. a typo
graphical error persisted throughout page 63 
wherein the multiplying factor for adjusting 
ex-bonus prices is given initially as i : r and 

later as 1 + r. It should in fact be (1 • ~- ) where 
r J 

tho meaning of r is as given in tho text. 

Serial correlation analysis has been carried 
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out and the test results summarised in 
chapter five. Analysis of the data on daily: 
price changes obtained from Economic Times: 
or Financial Express indices did not lend 
support to R-W model. However, weekly 
data based on industrywise ind1ces and also 
specif1c share prices lent empirical support 
to R-W hypothesis. Here also dopartures 
from the R · W model have been found but 
they may be regi!rded more as aberrations 
than ev1dence to provide opportunities to 
mvostors from making more than average 
prof1ts. On tho whole, tests carried out on 
individual share price data rather than on the 
mdox-based data provided bettor results. No 
signif1cant changes are noticed between the 
results of the two time segments. The appli
cation of runs test Cilmud out in chapter 
SIX has by and large corroborated tho con
clusions reached on the basis of earlier 
analys1s. No significant load-lag relat1onsh1ps 
could be not1ced from the laggod p<mwise 
correlations presented in chapter seven that 
could provide adequate scope for making more 
than average profits. 

Tho present study, by and large, indicates 
that the Indian Stock market IS 'wookly 
efficient'. Instances of non-randomness should 
be regarded from the financml standpoint 
whether they help obtain bettor returns after 
meotmg transaction costs. If the financial 
standpoint is taken thoy may not stand the 
test. The greatest contribution of the present 
study l1es in arousing interest in carrying out 
further research work in this <Jrea which 
holds out excellent promise. 

N. Krishna Rao 
Professor, Finance & Control Group 

Indian Institute of Management Calcutta. 
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